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DYNAMIC HOST CONFIGURATION
PROTOCOL

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a client in communication
with a communications network via an access node;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a method of network location
BACKGROUND

awareness;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an improved method of net

Dynamic ho st con?guration protocol (DHCP) is de?ned by

work location awareness in which a client accesses a network

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in RFC2132. This

for the ?rst time;

protocol provides a means whereby a client, such as a mobile
computer or the like, may establish a connection with an
access node of a communications network. For example, this
may be at a wireless hotspot, at a home network, at a univer
sity campus or at an Enterprise intranet. Typically a network

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an improved method of net
work location awareness in which a client may make a repeat
visit to a network;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a method of network location
awareness where several access nodes are discovered;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a method at a client making a
?rst visit to a network;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a method at a client making a

location awareness process takes place whereby the mobile
computer recogniZes or identi?es the communications net
work to which it is connected.
Network location awareness (NLA) refers to the ability of

repeat visit to a network;
FIG. 8 is an example client state machine diagram;

a computer or other communications network node to recog
niZe or identify a communications network to which it is
connected. For example, network location awareness enables

mobile computers to recogniZe home, work and public net
works and wireless hotspots and as a result the mobile com

FIG. 9 is a table showing example message types and
message ?elds for use in a network location awareness pro
20 cess;

puter is able to behave differently depending on which net
work it is participating in. The mobile computer may use the
network information to change settings such as ?rewall rules,

FIG. 10 is an example message sequence diagram;
FIG. 11 is another example message sequence diagram;
FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of a mobile client con
nected to a modular communications network at one of two

or other parameters.

Unfortunately, some existing network location awareness

25

technology is insecure. For example, in some situations,

in which embodiments of a network location awareness

a private network and so cause it to use weak security settings,
such as opening vulnerable ports at a host ?rewall. Thus there

exists a need to improve security whilst keeping costs down
and minimiZing the need for adaptations to be made to exist

locations;
FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary computing-based device

adversaries are able to cause a computer to believe that it is at

engine may be implemented.
Like reference numerals are used to designate like parts in the
30

ing communications network equipment and protocols.

accompanying drawings.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

SUMMARY

The detailed description provided below in connection
The following presents a simpli?ed summary of the dis

35

clo sure in order to provide a basic understanding to the reader.
This summary is not an extensive overview of the disclosure

and it does not identify key/critical elements of the invention
or delineate the scope of the invention. Its sole purpose is to
present some concepts disclosed herein in a simpli?ed form
as a prelude to the more detailed description that is presented
later.

40

with the appended drawings is intended as a description of the
present examples and is not intended to represent the only
forms in which the present example may be constructed or
utiliZed. The description sets forth the functions of the
example and the sequence of steps for constructing and oper
ating the example. However, the same or equivalent functions

and sequences may be accomplished by different examples.
The term “DHCP server” is used to refer to an access node
of a communications network where that access node sup

Dynamic host con?guration protocol (DHCP) is extended

in order to assist with secure network location awareness. In
ports dynamic host con?guration protocol according to any
an embodiment a DHCP client receives a signed DHCP 45 version as speci?ed by the Internet Engineering Task Force.
response message from a DHCP server, the signed message
The term “DHCP client” is used to refer to a communica

comprising at least a certi?cate chain having a public key and

tions device such as a mobile computer, personal digital assis
tant, or the like which supports dynamic host con?guration

a freshness indicator such as a nonce. In that embodiment the

DHCP client validates the certi?cate chain validates the

protocol according to any version as speci?ed by the Internet
Engineering Task Force.

freshness indicator, and veri?es the signature of the signed
message. If this is successful the DHCP client accesses stored
settings for use with the server. The stored settings are

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a client 102 such as a

accessed at least using information about the public key. In

laptop computer, personal computer, personal digital assis

some embodiments signed DHCPOFFER messages and
signed DHCPACK messages are used. In another embodi
ment the signed DHCP message comprises a location identi

tant or any other computer able to connect to a communica
tions network 100 via an access node 101. The communica
55

suf?x of a DHCP server.

munications network 100 which provides functionality to

Many of the attendant features will be more readily appre
ciated as the same becomes better understood by reference to

the following detailed description considered in connection

tions network is of any type such as an intranet, the Internet,
wire Ethernet network, a cellular network or other commu
nications network. The access node is any node of the com

?er which is, for example, a domain name system (DNS)

60

with the accompanying drawings.

enable the client 102 to connect to the network 100. The client
102 requires to recogniZe or identify the network 100 in a
network location awareness process such as that now

described with reference to FIG. 2.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example method carried out

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

at a client 102. The client establishes a connection to the

The present description will be better understood from the
following detailed description read in light of the accompa

nying drawings, wherein:

65

network 100 (block 200) using any suitable communications
protocol. It proceeds to identify or recogniZe the network 100
using heuristics and/ or clues (block 201). For example, these

US 8,239,549 B2
3

4

clues may comprise a MAC address of an access router on the

network to discover the network (or networks) to which it is
connected (block 300). The message may be broadcast so that

access network, a MAC address of the access node 101, the
SSID of a wireless link (in the case that the client makes a
wireless link to the access node 101), wireless authentication

the client need not know any server identi?ers or addresses of
an access node although this is not essential. The client
receives a message from a network access node (block 301)

state information, and information about any domain control
ler provided in the network 100. The client goes on to assess
whether the network 100 is new or whether it has been visited

the message comprising a self-signed certi?cate having a

by the client 102. This assessment is made using the results of
block 201 together with stored information about previously
visited networks. If the network has been visited before the

the new network on the basis of user input and/or other

public key. The client proceeds to select network settings for

information (block 302). For example, this other information
may comprise any one or more of default settings, adminis
trator settings, heuristic and clue information or other infor

client is able to use the same communications settings includ

ing ?rewall pro?le as previously for this network (block 203).

mation. The client stores the selected network settings

If the network is new to the client, the client is able to select

together with information about the public key (block 303).
For example, this information about the public key might be

communications and ?rewall settings using default settings
for example. It is also possible for the client to seek user input
about the network and which communications and ?rewall

the certi?cate itself or a hash of the public key or the root

settings to use and/or to use any heuristics or clues (such as

between the client and the network then proceeds according
to the selected network settings unless a change in the public

certi?cation authority (CA) public key. Communication

those at block 201) in order to select the settings. In some
cases an administrator may con?gure the settings, for

example, using a group policy.

key is detected by the client (block 304). Using this process,
20

It is recogniZed herein that this type of network location
awareness process described with reference to FIG. 2 is inse

cure when the client 102 identi?es the network 100 using

unauthenticated information provided by the network 100.
This information could be spoofed. For example, consider a

25

the appropriate network settings are made and stored with
public key information that can later be used, in repeat visits,
to guard against spoofed network location information.
Repeat visits are now described with reference to FIG. 4.
As shown in FIG. 4, on a potential repeat visit to a network,
a client sends messages to discover any network to which it

home wired Ethernet. In this case, the MAC address of a

may be connected (block 400). The messages may be broad

gateway at that home network is typically used by a client in
order to identify the network. If the gateway MAC address of
the home private network is discovered by an attacker, for

cast rather than being sent to a known address. The client
receives a signed message from a network access node which

example, by snif?ng the local link, that information can be
used later by the attacker to breach security. Suppose a laptop
computer is used at the home network and it associates the

has received the discovery message. This signed message
30

The client is now able to identify the network at which the
access node is located by using at least the public key infor
mation (block 402). It proceeds to authenticate the access

gateway MAC address of the home network with relaxed

security settings. Later, when the laptop is being used at an
airport or other public place, an attacker can spoof the home
gateway MAC address and carry out ?le sharing or other

35

the public key information to check whether the access node
really issued the signed message. If authentication is success
ful (block 404) the client proceeds to use stored network

In another example, a contractor connects his laptop com
puter to a corporation’s intranet which has a domain control
40

network as described above with reference to FIG. 3. If

authentication is not successful (block 404) then the client
45

enabled under relaxed security settings.

sets default network settings for an unauthenticated network
(block 406) and in effect treats the network as if it were a new
one being visited for the ?rst time. For example, these

defaults may be settings giving very restricted communica
tion between the client and the network. An alert may also be

The term “authenticate” is used herein to refer to a process

of assessing whether an entity has the identity which it pur
ports to or represents itself as having. With respect to secure
network location awareness, an entity such as an access node,

settings associated with the public key (block 405). These
network settings have been stored during the ?rst visit to the

and relaxed security settings become associated with this
information. Later, at an airport for example, an adversary
spoofs the root domain GUID and is able to access the laptop
for ?le sharing or similar activities which are typically only

node (block 403) by verifying the signature of the signed
message. This signature veri?cation process involves using

activities with the laptop.
ler. The laptop is able to discover the domain controller but is
unable to carry out mutual authentication. The laptop pro
ceeds to use a root domain GUID to provide network identity

comprises a self-signed certi?cate having a public key (block

401).

made to a user of the client machine and in some examples,
50

communication between the client and the network may sim

ply be prevented.

may represent or advertise its identity. Clients requiring to

In some examples, the client may discover more than one

access a network via that access node may require authenti
cation of that access node.
The term “authorize” is used herein to refer to a process of

access node at one or more communications networks. The

client may store information about preferences related to
55

access networks (block 500, FIG. 5). For example, private
networks may be preferred over public networks at all times,
or under speci?ed conditions. The client proceeds to broad

assessing whether an entity is allowed to carry out a speci?ed
action. For example, in the context of secure network location
awareness, it may be necessary to check whether an access

cast messages to discover any networks to which it could

node is authoriZed to advertise a particular network node.

potentially be connected (block 501) and receives messages

In an improved network awareness process as now 60 from a plurality of access nodes on the same or different

described, attackers are prevented from spoo?ng network

networks (block 502). Each of the messages comprises a

locations to a client such as a mobile computer. FIG. 3 is a

certi?cate or certi?cate chain information. The client identi

block diagram of an example method at a client (102 of FIG.
1) whereby the client connects to a network which it has not
visited before.

?es and authenticates the different networks where possible
(block 503). For example it may use heuristics and clues to

With reference to FIG. 3 a client makes its ?rst visit to a
network. The client sends messages on an access link to the

65

identify the networks and may use similar methods to that
described above with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4 to authenti
cate the access nodes. If more than one access node is authen

US 8,239,549 B2
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ticated successfully then the client has a choice of which
access node to proceed with communications. It makes this

public key in combination with multiple different location
identi?ers to identify multiple different networks to the client.

choice (block 504) at least using the stored preference infor

Referring now to FIG. 6 the client broadcasts messages to

mation together with the authentication results.
In the examples discussed above with reference to FIGS. 3

discover any network(s) to which it may be connected (block

to 5 it can be seen that authentication of an access node is

600). It receives a message from a network access node, the
message comprising a certi?cate chain and a location identi

achieved in a simple and effective manner based on public key
information and a signed message received from the access

may be two or more certi?cates in length and stem from a root

?er (block 601). As mentioned above, the certi?cate chain

node. The ability to recogniZe previously visited networks is

certi?cate issued by a CA. Alternatively, the certi?cate chain
may comprise a single, self-signed certi?cate. The location

thus provided based on public key information. It is not essen
tial for a particular message or message type to be signed
provided that at least one signed message is received from the
access node. Any suitable communications protocol may be
used to provide the messages. If an adversary were to spoof a
MAC address such as in the scenario discussed above with
reference to FIG. 2, it would still be unable to provide appro
priately signed messages as in the process of FIG. 4. It would

identi?er may be a local DNS (domain name system) domain
suf?x of the access node, for example, where the access node
is a DHCP (dynamic host con?guration protocol) server.
However, this is not essential, the location identi?er may be
any network name.

If this is a ?rst visit by the client to the network, the client
proceeds to select network settings on the basis of user input

and/or other information (block 602). For example, heuristics

then fail the authentication process and be treated as a new

network
In the example discussed above with reference to FIGS. 3

and clues may be used as mentioned above. Information
20

about a public key of the certi?cate chain and the network

and 4 the client received a message from the access node

location identi?er is then stored by the client, together with

comprising a self-signed certi?cate having a public key.

the selected network settings (block 603). In some cases the

Because the certi?cate is self-signed, no certi?cation author

public key itself is stored although it is also possible to store

ity is required. This helps in situations where there is no

trusted authority to verify network identity. For example,

a hash of the public key or a hash of the public key and the
25

access networks are often set up by individuals or small

businesses who do not want to go through the trouble and
expense of obtaining a certi?cate from a commercial certi?

cation authority (CA). Individuals and small businesses often
do not have the resources or expertise to set up their own CA,

30

which would require them not only to deploy server certi?
cates to the access nodes but also to distribute a root certi?cate

to all potential clients.
The self-signed certi?cate, such as a self-signed X509 or

SSL (secure socket layer) is a widely used way of storing and
communicating a public key. However, In other embodiments
of the invention the public key is transferred as raw public -key
data instead of being packaged as a self-signed certi?cate.
In other embodiments of the invention a CA is available. In
this case certi?cate chains are used comprising a plurality of
certi?cates in series stemming from a root certi?cate issued
by the CA. However, herein we use the term “certi?cate
chain” to include the case where the chain is of length 1 and

35

intermediate certi?cates. The location identi?er may be a
DNS domain su?ix of the access node or may be any other
40
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suitable location identi?er. The client then proceeds to make
a comparison between the location identi?er received from
the access node and its stored location identi?er information
(block 702). If no match is found the network is treated as a
new network (block 703). Otherwise the client checks

whether the root public key of the certi?cate chain matches
the stored public key for the relevant location identi?er (block
704). If there is no match the network is treated as a new

network (block 703). Otherwise the client checks whether the

chain may comprise a single, self-signed certi?cate in which
case no CA is required. In this group of embodiments the
access node provides a certi?cate chain comprising a public
key as well as a location identi?er and both these are used in
the network location awareness process. By using a location
identi?er as well as a public key the network location aware

50

ness process is made more ?exible.
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certi?cate chain can be validated, including checking a server
certi?cate issued to the access node (block 705). In one
example, the client does not check that the certi?cate chain
starts in a root certi?cate issued by a trusted CA but instead

accepts any public key as the root public key of the certi?cate.
If the certi?cate chain is not validated then the client selects

default network settings for unauthenticated networks (block
708). Otherwise, if the certi?cate chain is validated, the client
checks whether the signature on the signed message can be

The client may identify the network based on a network
identi?er which may be a public key of the access node, a

veri?ed (block 706). If not, default network settings for unau
thenticated networks are used (block 708). Otherwise, a

combination of the public key of the access node and the
location identi?er sent by the access node, or a combination

of the root public key of a certi?cate chain and the location
identi?er sent by the access node. Any additional information
about the network, such as indication of the network being a

key of the access node or the root public key of a certi?cate
chain.
The process which occurs when the client makes a repeat
visit to the network is now described with reference to FIG. 7.
The client broadcasts messages to discover any networks to
which it may connect (block 700). It receives a signed mes
sage from a network access node the message comprising a
certi?cate chain and a location identi?er (block 701). As
mentioned above the certi?cate chain may be of length 1 or
may start with a root certi?cate issued by a CA and end with
a certi?cate issued by the access node, with Zero, one or more

comprises only a self-signed certi?cate.
Another group of embodiments is now described with ref
erence to FIGS. 6 and 7 in which a certi?cate chain is used. A
CA may be present in which case the certi?cate chain may be
two or more certi?cates in length. Alternatively, the certi?cate

location identi?er. The stored public key could be the public

60

check is made as to whether the location identi?er matches a
name of the access node present in the access node certi?cate

of the certi?cate chain (block 707). This matching may be
done, for example, by checking that the location identi?er is

public location, may be included additionally into the net

a suf?x of the name in the certi?cates. If there is no match,

work identi?er. All or parts of this information may be hashed
with a cryptographic hash function to provide a more compact

default network settings for unauthorized networks are used
65

(block 708). Otherwise the stored network settings associated

representation of the network identi?er. The network operator

at least with the root public key and the location identi?er are

may con?gure one or more access nodes to use the same

used (block 709). It is noted that decision blocks 702, 704,

US 8,239,549 B2
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705, 706 and 707 of FIG. 7 may be carried out in parallel or in
different sequences or combinations from that illustrated in
FIG. 7.

the client sends another DHCPREQUEST as knoWn in the art

but additionally this may comprise nonce2. The client enters
a reneWing state (block 808). If reneWal of the reservation is

Additionally, the client may check Whether the root public

not successful then a DHCPNACK is received and the client
returns to the initial state (block 800). If the reneWal is suc

key of the certi?cate chain belongs to a Well-knoWn or other

Wise trusted certi?cate authority. If this is true, the client may
use netWork settings associated With only the location iden
ti?er and no public key in block 709.
Using the scheme described above With reference to FIGS.
6 and 7 it is possible to reuse existing server certi?cates,
including SSL (secure sockets layer) server certi?cates for the

cessful the client returns to the requesting state (block 803). It
is also possible for the client to attempt the reneWal again after
expiry of a second time period. In this case another DHCPRE

QUEST is broadcast again comprising nonce2 and a rebind
ing state (block 809) is entered. If this rebinding is successful
the client returns to the requesting state (block 803). If not,
then the client returns to the initial state (block 800).
FIG. 9 is a table shoWing example message types and

access node authentication. This assists netWork operators for
Whom the cost of issuing or purchasing neW certi?cates spe

ci?cally for netWork authentication may be too high.
As mentioned above any suitable protocol may be used to

message ?elds for use in a netWork location aWareness pro

provide the messages betWeen the access node and client. For

table together With a list of example ?elds 901 for each of

example, dynamic host con?guration protocol (DHCP) may

these messages as used in a typical DHCP execution.
Examples of neW ?elds 902 to be added to the messages are

cess. Four types of DHCP messages 900 are shoWn in the

be used in the case Where the access node is a DHCP server.

This is discussed in detail beloW With reference to FIGS. 10
and 11. In addition, FIG. 8 is an example client state machine

20

diagram shoWing example improvements to DHCP messages
such that secure netWork location aWareness is provided.

The client begins in an initial state (block 800) and it
broadcasts a DHCPDISCOVER message comprising any

suitable DHCPDISCOVER message (or equivalent) as
knoWn in the art but additionally comprising nonce1 (see
beloW for more information about nonces). Some information
in the DHCPDISCOVER message may be omitted to protect

FIG. 10 is a message sequence chart of a typical DHCP
25

on features relevant to the methods described herein and only
selected data ?elds are shoWn. A client, such as a mobile

computer, is represented by a vertical line 1000, as is an
30

position of the arroWs relative to one another vertically on the
page indicates the sequence of the messages in time. The

in the art but additionally comprising nonce1, a netWork
35

(1002, 1004) are broadcast on the local link With no source
address. The responses (1003, 1005) are sent as unicast from
the server (access node) to the offered client IP address. It is
40

also possible for clients 1000 to request broadcast responses.
The client 1000 sends a DHCPDISCOVER message 1002
to the server 1001. This message comprises a TransactionID

protect client privacy such as a host name or other client

identi?er although this is not essential. FIG. 8 indicates this
by an overstrike through ?elds Which may be omitted to

execution consists of tWo request-response pairs, Which are

sent in UDP (user datagram protocol) packets. The requests

may comprise a single self-signed certi?cate as mentioned
above. The client selects one of the offer messages and sends
a DHCPREQUEST message. This comprises ?elds as knoWn
in the art but may additionally comprise nonce2 in some
embodiments as described in more detail beloW. Some infor
mation in the DHCPREQUEST message may be omitted to

access node or server 1001. Messages sent betWeen these
entities are shoWn as horizontal arroWs With the direction of

the arroW representing the direction of the message flow. The

Which it receives one or more DHCPOFFER messages 802
from servers. These messages each comprise ?elds as knoWn

name, a signature of the server from Which the message is
sent, and a certi?cate chain of the server. The certi?cate chain

execution When a mobile computer ?rst enters an access

netWork. This message sequence chart is high level focusing

client privacy such as a host name or other client identi?er.

HoWever, this is not essential.
The client then moves to a selecting state (block 801) in

indicated, those neW ?elds being arranged to enable secure
netWork location aWareness to be provided. Existing ?elds
901 Which are struck through in FIG. 9 are examples of ?elds
Which may optionally be omitted in an improved DHCP
execution.
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protect client privacy.
In the case that the client is rebooted (block 804) after

already having completed the selection step (block 801) then

Which is chosen by the client 1000 and Which is included in
each subsequent message of the execution in order to link the
messages together. The DHCPDISCOVER message 1002
also comprises a Client HardWare Address Which is unique to
the link betWeen the client and server and Which is used by the

ner as at block 801. The client then moves from a rebooting 50

server 1001 to identify the client 1000. The DHCPDIS
COVER message also comprises a HostName of the client
1000. For example, this could be Harry-laptop in the case of

state (block 805) to the requesting state (block 803).

a laptop computer used by a person called Harry. By sending

the DHCPREQUEST message is broadcast in a similar man

its host name in this Way the client 1000 enables the server

The client receives a DHCPACK mes sage Which may com

prise ?elds as knoWn in the art and additionally nonce2, a
signature of the server, a certi?cate chain of the server, and a

1001 to select host-speci?c parameters.

decision state (block 806). If it decides to decline the DHC

FIG. 10 for clarity. The DHCPOFFER message comprises the

PACK message it sends a DHCPDECLINE message com

TransactionID from the DHCPDISCOVER message and also
the client hardWare address from the DHCPDI SCOVER mes

The client 1000 receives one or more DHCPOFFER mes
netWork name or other location identi?er. The client enters a 55 sages 1003 from servers 1001 although only one is shoWn in

prising ?elds as knoWn in the art. Of these, a client identi?er
?eld may be omitted for privacy. The client then returns to the

initial state (block 800).
If the client decides to accept the DHCPACK message it

sage. In addition, the DHCPOFFER message 1003 comprises
60

an IP address of the server 1001 and an identi?er of the server

1003.

enters a bound state (block 807) in Which the server reserves

The client may receive multiple DHCPOFFER messages

an IP address for the client typically for a limited time period.
From this state it may release the binding by sending a

from different servers 1001. It chooses one offer from one
server 1001 and broadcasts a DHCPREQUEST message

DHCPRELEASE message as knoWn in the art and return to 65 1004. This message is interpreted as a request by the chosen
server 1001 and as a rejection message by all other servers.
an initial state (block 800). If the time period expires, the

server stops reserving the IP address for the client. In this case

The DHCPREQUEST message 1004 comprises the Transac

US 8,239,549 B2
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sage (DHCPOFFER or equivalent). For example, this is the

tionID, the client hardware address, and the host name as in
the DHCPDISCOVER message 1002. It also comprises an IP
address of the client 1000 shown in FIG. 10 as ‘Requested IP
Address’, the server identi?er and may also comprise the
client’s fully-quali?ed domain name (FQDN) so that the
DHCP server can update a DNS entry for the client with the

case if the main purpose of the authentication is to secure

network location awareness. In that case, omitting the second
signature may save network bandwidth and CPU resources at
the client and server. However, if it is also required to authen

ticate host-con?guration parameters obtained from the

requested IP address.
ing the Transaction ID, the client hardware address, an IP

DHCP server (or other access node), then the acknowledge
ment message (DHCPACK or equivalent) is preferably also
signed. In some embodiments, a signature is required on all

address of the server, an identi?er of the server and a local

messages from the server when the client knows that the

domain suf?x of the network to which the server provides

server supports authenticated DHCP (or equivalent). This
may help to protect against various denial-of-service attacks.

The client receives a DHCPACK message 1005 compris

access. With the DHCPACK response, the server commits the
requested address to the client 1000. The server 1001 has no

In some embodiments, where a two-message request-ac

knowledgement protocol is used (for requesting a previously

obligation to reserve the address for the client until it sends
this acknowledgement message 1005. If the address is no
longer available when the server receives the request it
responds with a DHCPNACK message, after which the client

allocated address) the client may always ask the server to sign
the response message in order to detect changes in network
attachment in a secure way.

1000 may reinitiate the protocol.
FIG. 11 is a message sequence chart of an improved DHCP
execution when a client ?rst enters an access network. It 20

shows information that is added to DHCP messages such as

those of FIG. 10. As in FIG. 10 the execution comprises two

long.

request-response pairs. A DHCPDISCOVER message 1101
is broadcast by the client 1000 and this message may be the
same as the DHCPDISCOVER message of FIG. 10 but also

25

comprising a random number, nonce1. This nonce1 is gener
ated by the client 1000 using a random or pseudo-random
number generation process. The nonce is used to prevent
replay attacks as described in more detail below.
The DHCPOFFER message 1102 sent by the server 1001
to the client 1000 is the same as that of FIG. 10 but also

30

comprising a copy of the client nonce1, the server’s signature,

which the client may accidentally repeat the same sequence
after state loss for example. Also, it needs to be taken into
account that sequence numbers may be used to correlate the
appearances of the same mobile computer in different net
works. Where the loss of privacy caused by the use of
sequence numbers is unlikely to be a problem, or where
sequence numbers may be used.

35

the server.

The DHCPREQUEST message 1103 is the same as that of
FIG. 10 but also comprising a second nonce, nonce2 which is

freshly generated by the client 1000. The DHCPACK mes
sage 1104 is also the same as that of FIG. 10 but also com

However, it is not essential to use nonces. Instead, other
freshness indicators such as sequence numbers may be used.
In this case, allowance needs to be made for situations in

privacy is accounted for using an additional method, then

the server’s certi?cate chain (which may be a single self
signed certi?cate as described above) and, for network iden
ti?cation, a location identi?er such as a local domain suf?x of

As mentioned above, the nonces are used to prevent replay
attacks. These are preferably freshly generated random or
pseudo-random numbers which are unpredictable (for prac
tical purposes) and are not repeated with more than negligible
probability. For example, the nonces may be about 128 bits

40

prising a copy of nonce2, a signature of the server 1001, the
server’s certi?cate chain and, for network identi?cation, a

Another alternative to nonces is to use time stamps as the
freshness indicator in situations where accurate and secure
real-time clocks are accessible to servers and clients.

As mentioned above with reference to FIG. 7 the signed
message form the server (or access node) preferably com
prises a location identi?er. For example, as illustrated in FIG.
8 this may be a network name such as a domain su?ix (see

FIG. 9 and FIG. 11). The authentication process may then also

location identi?er such as a local domain su?ix of the server.

comprise checking whether the location identi?er matches

In the above example discussed with reference to FIG. 11,
both the responses (the DHCPOFFER and the DHCPACK)
are signed. However, this is not essential. It is possible for
only one of these responses to be signed; that is, only one of

the access node name in the server certi?cate (block 707 of
45

location identi?er is a suf?x of the access node name. In this

way it is possible to use existing X509 certi?cates and similar
types of certi?cates without the need to extend the certi?cate
standards.

the responses needs to be authenticated in some cases.

In some embodiments the client 1000 decides which
responses need authentication and sends a nonce in the

FIG. 7). The matching may be done by checking that the

50

The location identi?er or network name may therefore be a

local DNS suf?x advertised by the access node (such as a

request message (DHCPDISCOVER, DHCPREQUEST or
equivalent) to indicate this. The server is arranged to auto

DHCP server for example). For example, the client veri?es

matically sign a response whenever the request comprises a

that the advertised DNS suf?x is a suf?x of the access node (or

nonce. Thus a simple client is able to ask the server to sign all

server) FQDN (fully-quali?ed domain name) in the server

responses while a smarter client is able to leave the nonce out 55 certi?cate. The su?ix may be the entire FQDN, just the last

whenever it does not need the security.
In some embodiments, the client is arranged to always ask
the server to sign the offer message (DHCPOFFER or equiva

segment such as com, or something in between.
Consider a server dhcpserver.sales.contoso.com. An orga
niZation operating this server may decide to name its net

lent). This provides improved privacy in some situations. For
example, an active attacker may send offers that appear to
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works by department (sale.contoso.com) or to treat each net
work as one large network (contoso.com). Using the methods

come from various DHCP servers. The attacker may observe

described herein, any departmental access node may use the

which of the offers the client prefers and use that information
to discover the client’ s preferred networks and af?liation. By
asking the server to sign the offer message this is prevented.
In some embodiments using a four message protocol

longer and more accurate sub-domain name or the shorter and
coarser company-wide name.

execution comprising two request-response message
exchanges, it is suf?cient to authenticate only the offer mes

A malicious server could name its network com or co.uk
65

and impersonate any other network that uses the same name.
However, this does not matter because no honest network
uses such names. This is because an access node or network

